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Course Description

Use Partner to make sure insurance companies are paying what they’re contracted to pay your practice. Partner tracks contracted fee schedules, also known as allowables, in the Contract Fee Schedule Editor (allowedit). Learn how to create and manage multiple contract rates and assign the completed contract fee schedules to selected insurance plans. Run reports to see if carriers are paying more, or less, than your allowed amounts. This is a hands on course where attendees will be able to use the allowedit tool in class.

Course Outline

• Why use fee schedules?
• Creating a fee schedule
• Editing a fee schedule
• Assigning a fee schedule to selected insurance plans
• ‘autopip’ and fee schedules
• ‘pip’ and fee schedules
• Insurance Underpayment/Overpayment reports

Visit http://learn.pcc.com for more details, including a video showing how to use Partner’s allowables features.